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Skills based resume template administrative assistant

The work of administrative assistants covers a wide range of industries and skills. You choose and choose when you get the most out of your RESUME! Really? Choose and choose? Yes! By understanding how to write, design, and customize your RESUME for specific tasks, you can find a position that's perfect for you. The wide range of
industries in which you work as an administrative assistant means that you can find an environment that you experience and gain industry-specific knowledge. The bar for entry is a high school diploma, so an administrative assistant job is a good choice whether it's a steady career for you or a roadside stop. A career as an administrative
assistant requires a balance between hard skills and soft skills. In this example of the administrative assistant resume you will learn what they are and how to emphasize them to get the attention of employers and secure a bright future. With this example of administrative assistant resume, sample phrases, resume templates and our
resume builder tool, you'll learn how: Beat Tracking Applicant Systems designed to seek out resumes Explain your experience in the best light Explain the attention of those with the power to rent format your RESUME to get the most out of limited resume space. This example of the administrative assistant resume is designed to take you
where you want to go. You don't have to experience the frustration of knowing you're the perfect candidate for the job, but sending your resume into the void and hearing only silence. This example of the administrative assistant resume is designed to teach you everything you need to know to get your administrative assistant resume in
your hands of hiring professionals. Often, the upfront work will allow you to achieve your goals! Part 1What are Applicant Tracking Systems and why are they so important? These are algorithm-based systems that eliminate CVs before they ever get into the hands of a hiring manager. ATS software hunts for keywords related to skills that
prioritize employers in future employees. Since employers receive an average of 250 Resumes for each job (according to Glassdoor), they don't have the time to read each resume. Instead, they rely on ATS software to do the resume sorting for them. Your first task is to target the keywords in job descriptions and use them in your
administrative assistant's RESUME. To do that, you need to analyze each job description and emphasize all the skills or qualities the employer needs. Then use those exact words in your own administrative assistant resume. Industry-specific knowledge In addition to these general skills, you may need to have knowledge of the specific
industry in which you work. According to U.S. labor statistics, the top 5 environments for administrative assistants are: Health and Social Services Agencies Educationa l services of all Professional, scientific and technical services Government Religious, grant-making, or civil society organizations. Each of these environments has a range
of terminology and and under which it functions. You already work in one of these environments, but even if you have no specific knowledge, you study before you head into an interview if your RESUME is well targeted. Remember these skills and keywords because ATS programs are looking for them. Use industry-specific language to
customize your RESUME when you. In this example of the administrative assistant resume, there are regular reminders to use words that employers have written in their job descriptions. These words help you defeat ATS software and resume your administrative assistant by recruiters and hiring staff.OrganizationOnly you know what your
greatest strengths are. You choose to move the sections to create an inverted pyramid of performance. You will always start with a resume summary, also called a personal statement, which puts your personality and performance. In other words: Put your most impressive and important features at the top of the resume and work your way
down. Resume.io is designed to resume writing and creating your administrative assistant a breeze. This resume example will help you get past the ATS and impress your future employer. Let's start writing! Part 2Our resume summary or personal statement is especially important because you need to show off your personality. Here's
where you make yourself sound great. Don't be shy. This resume example will take you through the steps to get it done! Why a summary? Because you don't have much time to impress and you want to distinguish your CV from the start. What is the purpose of a summary? Good question! A resume summary should highlight your soft
skills while injecting a little professional personality. The rest of your resume will be focused on your experience, education and skills, with little room for creativity, but here you have a chance to make yourself known and get human resources to take a longer look at your RESUME so you can secure your dream job! Since you are the first
person with whom visitors to your office interact, it is in your best interest to feature your personality on your administrative assistant resume. Are you cheerful, calm, eager to help, a problem solver? Highlight these qualities in your cv summary. Don't be afraid to add a hard skill or past professional performance in this section, if it fits. This
is also the best - and maybe only - place to show off those people skills on your resume. Remember that administrative assistants work in many different areas. Make sure you take into account the industry you want to enter. Do some research to find out what employers are looking for, and focus on the soft skills that are most relevant to
that area. Statistical insight 75% of senior says the responsibilities of their office backers have increased over the past five years, according to an OfficeTeam study. Expert tip Whether you are just joining the service or a seasoned professional, Assistant's positions are a great launchpad for learning new skills and advancing. The
OfficeTeam survey also found that 64% of bosses believe that the path to career development for administrative assistants is better than five years ago. Employers and recruiters want to know how to improve the office environment with your skills, knowledge of the field and personality, so show them in your summary of the administrative
employee's CV. This may seem like the most daunting part of resume writing, because you only have 2 or 3 sentences to wow your future employer, but have no fear, Resume.io is here! Part 3This section is more challenging as you begin or change your career as an administrative assistant, but regardless of your job history, you craft a
skill-focused experience section that shows off your value! Your first step here is to think about every job you've had, whether it's full-time or an after-school position. Instead of writing a job description, think in terms of performance skills. Start writing this resume section by making a master list of all the successes skills you've had, even if
you think they're irrelevant. Maybe they're not. Here's where keywords come in the game Analysis of the job description you want. Describe career successes that illustrate the skills the employer is looking for. Instead of focusing on skills here, think about how to use these skills for the benefit of the organization. For example: How did you
use those skills to streamline office processes? On your administrative assistant resume, link so many of these skills to your previous years of experience. Check out our administrative assistant resume sample block below to see more examples of how to do this. Expert tip If job descriptions seem too vague or wordy, here's one way you
cut through the mess. Try using a word cloud program like Wordle or WordArt. Paste the job description into it. The bigger the word, the more important it is for the employer. Follow the pattern to implant keywords into your resume. Here are some sample goals of a well-written work history section : Use action verbs to describe
responsibilities and performance Example: Executed instead of done; reconciled data instead of found errors is specifically by using data and statistics to make your caseFor example: If you helped save money by eliminating paper waste, give specific details about how much you saved and how To highlight troubleshooting and explain the
results of your solution Illustrate your expertise. Expert tip In many of the tasks you've done in the past, you've achieved a goal that translates to the of an administrative assistant. Don't be afraid to list those other jobs, as long as you point out the way those successes will make you an asset in your new job.to Because also, take note of
the top industries for administrative assistants. Give yourself the best chance of getting a job by pointing out every experience you have that you in those areas. Then adjust your CV for any other field. Don't be afraid to list volunteering on your administrative assistant resume, especially if this is one of your first jobs. These positions can
serve as examples of your skills, dedication and reliability. Statistical insight The average annual salary for an administrative assistant job is $36,630, but the field is expected to have negative job growth of 7% compared to 2018-2028, according to U.S. labor statistics. If you already have experience as an administrative assistant, you have
a head start! Make sure you take the value you've taken to your past and present workplaces. Check out our customizable samples for an administrative assistant cv below. Part 4EA administrative assistant responsibilities can vary greatly depending on the environment, but this administrative assistant resume example will show you how
to impress by focusing your CV on the qualities employers really want. This example of cv has already mentioned word clouds. They are very valuable when trying to decide which skills to enern. They also give you a leg up in passing the gatekeeper, the ATS. Your skills section should be specific to the job you are looking for. Remember,
employers are likely to program the ATS to search for keyword ones also in their vacancies. Choose the most relevant from the Master List of skills you've created before. Consider moving this section up, especially if your experience section is thin. More than 40% of recruiters like to see the skills at the top of a RESUME, according to
Careerbuilder. Try not to repeat skills you've already mentioned in your experience section - you don't have much room, so use it to your advantage by adding new information.Common Skills, Variety of IndustriesOne great feature of a career as an administrative assistant is that you can translate skills in one area into a job in another. This
example of the administrative assistant resume helps you identify the skills you have and creates a resume that matches the task you want. What do administrative assistants do? That can vary a bit from task to task, but here are some sample responsibilities: Entering and maintaining data and files using spreadsheets or paper copies
Preparing and editing documents, including memos, letters and reports Answering phones and running messages Scheduling appointments, meetings and events on an electronic calendar Sorting and routing email , faxes and packages. Travel arrangements make Some skills and experience are common in all functions as an
administrative assistant. First, look at these examples: Common Hard SkillsHard skills are skills needed to do your job. It's usually things you learn by taking a lesson, like accounting, editing, or keyboards. Here are some sample hard skills for your administrative assistant resume: Software expertise: Administrative assistants perform
many tasks using word processing, calendars, calendars, and maybe even presentation software. Expertise in suites of Microsoft Office products such as Microsoft Word, Microsoft Excel, Google Drive, or Apple iWork is a must. Chances are you'll use at least some of these products during your high school career or in previous jobs.
Knowledge of social media: In today's world, many companies use social media for marketing and communication. Being savvy in this area is a big plus. It is not required, but can ensure career growth in the future. Editing, spelling and grammar: Yes, you and should use spell checking and grammar checker, but they are not perfect, so
basic writing skills are necessary. Data entry: This overlaps with software expertise, but it also requires you to understand the data well enough to know where to enter it and whether it makes sense. You should be able to flag or recognize faulty data when an input error is made. Statistical insight More than 90% of companies use social
media for marketing purposes, according to Statista. The transition from administrative positions to a junior marketing specialist is not that unusual. Common Soft SkillsSoft skills are harder to quantify. You see many of them as 'people skills'. Here are some example hard skills for administrative assistants: Communication: You are the face
of the office to clients. You have to be professional and efficient while maintaining a cordial attitude, but that's just the beginning. You are also the point of contact for the office staff. You need to deal with communication between employees with different functions and needs in a timely and effective manner. Time management: Your job is
to run the office smoothly and efficiently. There's no time to waste. Organization: This is in line with time management. The more organized you are, the less time will be wasted. Juggling lots of details is an important part of an administrative employee's job. Planning: You may be responsible for scheduling meetings. It may sound like a
breeze, but it requires coordinating the participant's availability, finding a room for the meeting, making sure presentations are ready, and sometimes arranging the food service. Be specific; Name computer programs you know List hard skills mentioned in the job description Write all the words Add details for all skills, especially soft skills,
which are not taken for granted. Use general terms such as word processing software List skills that have nothing to do with the task you want to abbreviate; Avoid even common abbreviations Waste space listing irrelevant skills Statistically insight 70% of resumes are never seen by a person. Quality keywords count! This is a section, so
be careful to make it fit your ideal position. Beat that ATS! Part 5The education resume section carries more weight for career-starters, but no matter where you are, you use it to your advantage! A high school diploma is your entry into this career, but you may have taken classes that boost your candidacy over others. Consider Expert Tip
Consider a class to increase your skills. Community colleges offer many career classes and certificates that can improve your RESUME. Here are some examples of information that can be added to this resume section: High school career classes related to your target Computer classes and seminars of previous jobs Awards, awards,
scholarships, or certificates you have earned. Finally, did you graduate with a stellar grade point average? Consider added. It shows your determination, organization, and ability to rise to the top. Part 6U looked at the writing examples of Resume.io, customized the customizable samples, and ensured that your CV brings the right skills
and experience to an administrative assistant position. You're almost done – but there's another important step: choosing a CV format. The right CV format and cv template help you make a great first impression and provide an example of your communication skills. They also serve as an example of your professional presentation. Your
CV template or CV format also has a goal to get your administrative assistant back through the automated systems (specific examples in the first section.) Formatting countsDeter's formatting, spacing, or clashing colors are all examples of reasons why recruiters will refuse your administrative assistant's resume. For administrative
assistants, clear communication is one of the most important skills. Unprofessional formatting leaves employers with a bad example of your ability and the impression that you are not cut out for the job. Try choosing a resume format or template that mimics the professional tone of the potential employer. Resume.io templates cover a
series of fields. Check out our professional examples for formal industries, our basic options when simplicity is key, and our creative examples or modern templates for more forward-thinking positions. There are several benefits of using a resume template. For example, Resume.io templates are filled with pre-written sample phrases,
especially for administrative assistants. With our cv builder tool, you can easily switch between different template examples, depending on the type of business. And remember - formatting can get mangled when it goes from one program to another. After changing your template, save your RESUME as a PDF and make sure the formatting
stayed exactly as you anticipated it. Keep it clean. You want recruiters to easily scan your RESUME, see your performance, and present you as their next administrative assistant. Expert tip How good spelling is, it won't catch everything. Carefully proofread your admin assistant resume, or have a friend or colleague do. Some of the most
important skills of an administrative assistant are basic English spelling and Make sure you show off yours. Never afraid! With Resume.io's collection of templates, you don't have to be a designer or formatting expert to create a great-looking Choose from the many examples of resume templates. Think about your strengths and choose a
CV format that emphasizes them best. Then use the builder to customize your resume template. You have an administrative assistant resume that will get you an interview in no time! Conclusion Administrative assistant jobs vary greatly depending on the environment and the field. Your resume summary gives employers their first
impression of who you are and what you bring to the table. Use the experience section to highlight your achievements instead of describing your jobs. Be as specific as possible. Let your education work for you. Instead of a list of data from education, consider breaking out relevant classes and performance. Analyze each job description
and list skills accordingly. Highlight industry-specific knowledge on your CV. Keep a focus on getting your RESUME along the ATS. Use a resume template to design a visually appealing, uncluttered, and easy-to-read resume format. Once you have used this administrative assistant resume example to perfect your own CV, it may be time
to write a large administrative assistant cover letter. Don't worry, we have examples, sample phrases and free cover letter templates for that as well. Check out this general example on cover letter writing, use our cover letter builder tool and start writing your administrative assistant cover letter right away! Related article How to write a
cover letter Here's exactly how to write a cover letter that will stand out from the crowd, and help you land that interview. Interview.
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